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In [l], Hirsch and Pugh announce a theorem on the stable manifold of a 
“nearly fixed” point of a hyperbolic map of a Banach space into itself. 
(Details will be given in [2].) The object of this note is to give a simple proof 
of their theorem, following the proof in [3, Exercise 5.4, pp. 241, 566-5671, 
for the case of a fixed point in Euclidean space. By weakening “hyperbolicity” 
slightly, it will be seen that there is no loss of generality in supposing that 
the “nearly fixed” point is actually a “fixed” point. This weakening of 
hyperbolicity also facilitates the handling of parameters and proofs of 
differentiability. Our results concern, not the iterates T 0 ... 0 T of a fixed 
map T but, more generally, the products T, 0 T,,-, o .*. 0 Tl of a given 
sequence of maps Tl , T, ,... . This generalization also has methodical 
advantages. 
The “existence and continuity” proof is suggested by a procedure of 
Hartman and Wintner [4, 51 in the asymptotic theory of ordinary differential 
equations, and employed by Coffman [6] in dealing with difference equations 
in a context similar to the situation here. “ Differentiability” will be deduced 
from “continuity and continuous dependence on parameters,” as in 
Hadamard’s proof for the smooth dependence of solutions of ordinary 
differential equations on initial conditions and parameters; cf. [3, pp. 95-IOO]. 
The main results are stated in Section 3; see also Section 7. 
An appendix deals with stable manifolds of Anosov diffeomorphisms. 
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1. NOTATION AND HYPOTHESES 
Let W,X,Y,Z=XxY=XY, E=WxXxY=WXY be 
Banach spaces. Norms for w E W, x E X, y E Y, z = (x, y) E 2, e = (w, x, y) E E 
will be denoted by 
II x II, II Y II, II 27 II= m=(ll 2 II, II Y II>, 
II e II = m=(ll w II, II x II, IIY II). 
Finally, let X,(x,,) = (x E X : II x - x,, II < r}. 
DEFINITION STABILITY SET. Let X0 C X be open; T,’ : X0 ---f X a map 
for 71 = 1,2,...; Q(T,’ 0 ... 0 T,‘) the (possibly empty) open set where 
. . . 0 
;;(T,,’ o 
T,’ is defined. The (possibly empty) subset 9 = Sf({T,‘), X0) = 
*a* 0 T,‘) of X0 will be called the stability set of the sequence 
{T,‘}, with respect to X0. 
We shall be interested in stability sets of sequences of maps T,’ : Z,(O) + 2 
of the form 
T,‘(z) = (&x, Bny) + (8-n’(z) + x”, G’(4 + ~“1, (1.0) 
where A, EL(X, X), B, EL(Y, Y) are bounded linear operators, B, is 
invertible, 11 A, /I < 1, II B-l 11 < 1; F,,’ and G,’ are maps from Z,(O) to X and 
Y, respectively, such that F,‘(O) = 0, G,‘(O) = 0; I/ F,‘(zJ - Fn’(zz)ll, 
11 G,‘(x,) - G,‘(zs)ll < E II x1 - zs 11; and II xn I/, Ij y” II < E; where E > 0 is a 
fixed small number. In order to reduce (1.0) to the case x” = 0, y” = 0, 
we can replace 2, T,’ by RIZ, TI , where 
T;(t, z) = (t, -J&X, &y) + (O,F,‘(x) + 2x”, G,‘(~) + W). (1.1) 
It is clear that the stable set g({T,‘}, Z,(O)) will be determined if 
g({Ti}, (Rl.Z):),(O)) is known; in fact, 
(x, y) E ~({Tn’l, Z,(O)) + (l/2, x> Y> E =W% W’MW 
This reduction to the case tn = 0, xn = 0, y” = 0 has been accomplished 
at the cost of replacing the linear map x H A,x, having a norm a < 1, by 
a map (t, x) t+ (t, A,x), having norm 1. It will turn out that, in view of the 
form of the latter, nothing is lost and, indeed, there are other advantages. 
For these “methodical” reasons, we shall not consider maps (1.0) below, 
but maps T, : ET(O) +E= WxXx Y= WXYoftheform 
T,(e) = (u&4, AA J&Y) + (0, F,(e), G,(4), (14 
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where r is fixed (0 < T < 00); A, EL(X, X) and B, EL( Y, Y) are linear 
bounded operators, B, is invertible, 
II&l: <a < 1, II B,‘Il d l/b < 1; (1.3) 
0 < 8 < l/10, o<a<l-26<1+58<b; (1.4) 
U”(0) = 0, F,(O) = 0, G,(O) = 0; (1.5) 
lJ,, : W,(O) + W; F,, , G, : E,(O) - X, Y; and 
‘I U,(q) - li,(w,)!l < I! q - w:! I/, (1.6) 
II F,,(q) - F&A II G&A - GWli < a2 II el - e2 /I. (1.7) 
The stability set of {T,} with respect to {E,(O)} is 
The first result (Section 2) will give, under suitable assumptions on U, , 
F,, and G, , the existence of a continuous function y0 : (WX),(O) --+ YI(0) 
such that 
9 = {e = (w, x, y) : y = yo(w, x) on (W-Q(O)}. (1.9) 
In such a case, we shall speak of the stable manifold .9 : y = y,,(w, x) of the 
sequence {T,}, with respect to E,(O). Actually, the assumptions on U, , F, , 
and G, will imply that y0 E Cl, but this and other smoothness properties will 
be deduced from the existence proof for a continuous y&w, x) = y,,(w, x, u) 
carried out for the case that T, depends on parameters 0. 
HYPOTHESS (H). Let 2 be a metric space and u E Z. Let 
T,, E CO(E,.(O) x 2, E). For each a E Z, assume that T,, satisfies (1.2)-(1.7), 
where a, b, 6 are independent of Q. Let T,, have a FrCchet derivative 
D,T,, E cO(E,(O) x Z). 
HYPOTHESIS (Ho). Let Z = (i x U x T, where /i, U are metric spaces 
and T = [0, 61 is a real t-interval. We say that TI , T2 ,... satisfies (Ho) if(H) 
holds, T,,. =:= (T,)l,o is independent of u E U, and T,, , D,T,, + T,,O , DcT,,o 
uniformly on U, for fixed (e, A), as r + f0. 
By (1.4), we have 
a = b - S/(1 - 26) > (1 + S)/(l - 26) > 1; (1.10) 
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also, if 
c, = i (a + 2i2)k and 
k=O 
c = liiTCn = l/(1 - a - P), (1.11) 
then a < 1 - 26 < 1 - 8 - a2 implies that 
PC, < 6% < 6. (1.12) 
Generally, we shall not exhibit the dependence of functions on parameters, 
unless convenient to do so. 
2. MAIN LEMMA 
In this section, we prove 
LEMMA 2,1(a). Assume hypothesis (H). Then there exists yo(w, X) = 
yo(w, x, u) E C”((WX),(0) x 2, YJO)) such that, for a jxed u, the stuMz’ty set 
9 = Q({T,), E,(O)) is giwen by (1.9); ulso if e, = (w. , x0 , yo(wo , x0)) and 
ek = sk(eo) = (wk , xk , yk), then, for k > 0, ek = 0 if (wO , x0) = 0, 
11 Yk(“‘, x”) - Yk(wO 9 xO)ii 
< (1 - zs)@ 11 w” - wO 11 + 11 xk(wo, xo> - xk(wO , xO)il), (2.1) 
11 xk(@, fi) - xk(wO , xO)il d 6 II w” - wO iI + (a + za2)k /I x0 - x0 11; (2.2) 
and the manifold y = yo(w, x) is “inwuriunt,” that is, 
Yk(wO 9 xO) = YO(wk(wo Y xO), xk(wO 3 xO)) 0n (wx)~(o)* (2.3) 
(b) If, in addition, (Ho) holds and u = (X, u, t), then yo(w, x, X, u, 0) is 
independent of II and yo(w, x, h, u, t) -+ yo(w, x, h, u, 0) uniformly on U, for 
jixed (w, x, h), as t + +O. 
Note that (2.1), (2.2) imply 
iIYk(w, 41 < (1 - 2S)(S II w II + II %(w, 411) < (1 - 4s2)r for k 3 0, (2.1’) 
I/ xk(w, x)ll < 6 11 w II + (a + zs2)’ I/ x II < (a + 3)r for k > 1, (2.2’) 
where w = w. , x = x0. But if y # yo(w, x) and e, = (w, x, y) E .Qn for 
some n > 0, then ek = &(e,) = (wk , xk , yk) satisfies 
11 yk II > CYk 11 yOk(w, x) - y [I for k = O,..., n, (2.2”) 
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where (2.18) holds; cf. the proof of Proposition 2.5. In particular, if 
~NII~ON(~,~)-~II >r,then(w,x,y)$%. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let r be a complete metric space, and Z as in (H); 
C = C(y, u) : F x ,Z -+ r continuous and, for fixed cr, C, = C(., U) : r + r 
a contraction 
dist(C,(yO), C (yo)) d 0 Wy”, yo), o<e<1, 
with 13 independent of a. Then, for each 0 E Z, the map C, : r -+ r has a unique 
Jixed point y = y(u) and y(a) E Co@‘, r). If .Z = A x U x T as in (H,), 
C(y, A, u, 0) is independent of u E U, and C(y, A, u, t) + C(y, A, u, 0), as 
t -+ +O, uniformly on Ufor Jixed (y, A), then y(h, u, 0) is independent of u and 
y(h, u, t) + y(h, u, 0) unifmmly on U, for Jixed A, as t + +O. 
For, by the proof of the contraction principle, if y. E r, then y(a) = 
lim C,“(y,), as n + CO, and dist(y(a), C,“(y,)) < en dist(CJy,), yo)/(l - 0). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let n > 0; e. , e” E gn = 9(&J; and eK = S,(e,), 
ek = Sk(eo) for k = O,..., n. 
(a) The inequality 
Ily” - ym II 3 (1 - 2W II wm - w, II + II xm - x, II) for some m, 
0 < m < n (2.4) 
(for example, wm = w, , xm = x,), implies that, for k = m + I,..., n, 
11 Y” - yk 11 2 6 \I wk - wk 11 + \I Xi - xk \I, 
II Y" - Yk II 3 ak+ II Y" - Ynz IL (2.5) 
where 01 > 1; cf. (1.10). 
(b) The inequality 
IIY” - yn II < (1 - 2w II fun - wn II + II x” - x?z II) (2.6) 
(for example, yn = yJ and (1 .l l), (1.12) imply that, for k = 0 ,..., n, 
IIyk - yk 11 < (1 - 28)@ /I wk - wk II + iI Xk - xk ii), (2.7) 
11 Xk - xk /I < 6%, // W" - W,, 11 + (U + 82)k 11 9 - X,, (I, s2c, < 6. (2.8) 
Proof (a). Since jl e II = max(l( w Ij, jl x II, II y II), (2.4) implies that 
6 II em - em II < II Ym - Ym II/(1 - 23. (2.9) 
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Hence, by (1.6) and (1.7), II wm+l - w,+r II < II urn - W, II and 
II xm+l - x,+1 II d a II xm - %a II + 6 llYrn - Ym II/(1 - 2% 
so that, by (2.4), 
8 II wm+l - w,+1 II + II xm+l - %z,l II < (1 + 8) II Y” - Ym II/U - 3). 
Also, (2.9) and (1.6) (1.7) give 
II Yw+l - Ym+1 II 3 FJ - w - WI IIY” - Ym II. 
The last two inequalities and (1.10) give (2.5) for k = m + 1, and an induc- 
tion gives it for k = m + l,..., n. 
Proof (b). The inequalities (2.7) follow from part (a). In order to obtain 
(2.8), note that (2.7) implies that 
11 ek - ‘%c 11 < 11 Wk - wk 11 + 11 Xk - xk 11 < 11 w” - wO II + II Xk - xk /I* 
Hence, by (1.7), 
11 Xk+l - xk+l 11 d " 11 w" - w, 11 + (a + a2) 11 Xk - xk I/. 
An induction gives (2.8). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Write S,(e) = (P,Je), Q*(e), R,(e)), where e E 9m and 
P,, E W, Qn E X, R, E Y. For a fixed u and n > 1, there exists a function 
Yon(W, x) = Yon(% x3 4 E c”v=)m x G y&w 
such that (w, x, yon(w, x)) E gn ; yen = 0 if (w, x) = 0; and 
R,(w, x, y) = 0 and only if y = yon(w, x). (2.11) 
If, in addition (Ho) holds, then yen is independent of u when t = 0 and 
pay; A, 4 t) -+ Yon( w, x, A, u, 0), uniformly on U for jixed (w, x, A), as 
Proof. We shall give the proof for a fixed u, but with some detail, so that 
the continuity and uniformity assertions will be clear from Proposition 2.1. 
Letw~=wo=w,x~=xo=xandeo=(wo,xo,yo),eO=(wo,~o,yo)~~~. 
Thus (2.4) holds for m = 0, so that by Proposition 2.2(a), 
II R&, x> Y”> - R&J, x, ro)ll 2 an II Y’ - YO IL (2.12) 
505/912-I 1 
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Thus, for fixed (w, x), the equation 
&a(~, x, Y) = 0 
has at most one solution y. Define the set 
(2.13) 
Jm = {(w, x) : (2.13) has a solution y, (w, x, y) E Qn}. 
In particular (w, x) = 0 E J,, f 0. 
We shall show, by the implicit function theorem, that Jn is open. Let 
(w,, , x,,) E J,, and R,(wO , x0 , yo) = 0. By (2.12), DyRn(w, x, y) is invertible if 
(xlY>Egn > also [/[D&]-l 11 < l/an. Put Do = DvR,(wo , x0, yo) and write 
(2.13) as y = D;lR,( w, x, y) = y, so that a solution y of (2.13) is a fixed 
point of the map y I-+ y - DilR,,(w, x, y) = C,,,(y), depending on param- 
eters w, x. Since D,C,,, = 0 at two y x0 , yo), II WG,,, II G fl < 1 for (w, x, Y> 
near (w, , x0 , yo). It follows that there are positive numbers E, s such that, 
for fixed (w, x> E JJ’,(w,) x -%(x0), C,,, is a contraction mapping of Y,(y,) 
into YE(yo), with contracting factor 0. Hence, W,(w,) x X,(x,) E J,, , and 
J,, is open. 
Let (w, x) E J,, , so that e,,(w, x) = ( w, x, yo&, 4) E gin and put e&w, 4 = 
S,(e,,(w, x)) for K = 0, 1 ,..., n. Thus, ynn(w, x) = R,(eon(w, x)) = 0; so 
that if (w”, 9), (w o , x0) E Jn , Proposition 2.2(b) gives 
II YknW, x0> - Ykn(W0 ? xo)ll 
G (1 - 2w-j II w” - eu, II + II %(f@, x”) - %&4), xo)ll), (2.14) 
II %(WO, x0) - x,,(wo ,xo)ll d 6 II w” - wo II + (a + gay II x0 - x0 II, (2.15) 
for K = O,..., n. In particular, for 0 < k < n and 1 < m < n, 
II %n(W, 411 < 6 II w II + (a + a2) II x II < (a + 28)r < Y, (2.16) 
IIYdw,X)II < (1 --~)(2~l1wll+IIxll) < (1 -482)~ <Y. (2.17) 
By the uniform continuity (2.14) ofy,,(w, x) on J,, , yofl(w, x) and e,(w, x) = 
(w, x, yon(w, x)) have unique continuous extensions to J% n (WX),(O) 
satisfying (2.14H2.17). In particular, e,(w, x) E an and (2.11) holds on 
.fn n W-WO). Thus, In is both open and closed relative to (WX),(O) and 
so, J,, = (WX),(O). This completes the proof of Proposition 2.3. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let yon(w, x) be given by Proposition 2.3. Then 
yo(w, x) = ljm y,(w, x) exists unifody (2.18) 
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on (WX),(O) x Z. AZso, the stabdity set (1.8) satisfies 
.9 1 {(w, 4 Y) : y = Yo(W, 4 on (W-q9@k 
@nd (2.1), (2.2) holu. 
(2.19) 
Proof. Use the notation of the last proof, and let 1 < K < n. Since 
w,,~(w, x) = w,,(w, x) = w and X&W, z) = xok(w, CV) = x, Proposition 2.2(a), 
with m = 0 in (2.4), and ykk = 0 give 
This proves the statement concerning (2.18), since a > 1. 
Keeping K fixed and letting n---t CO in (2.14), (2.15) gives (2.1), (2.2), 
hence/~yk~~<(l-~z)~<~ fork>O, andIIx,II<(a+2S)r<r for 
k > 1. This implies (2.19). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. The relations (1.9) and (2.3) hold. 
Proof. On (1.9). It only remains to prove the reverse inclusion to (2.19). 
Suppose that (w, x, y) E 9 and y # yO(w, x). Let e&W, %) = &(w, x, yon(W, x)) 
fork = O,..., n and ek(w, x) = S,(w, zc, y) fork = 0, l,... . Since wsn = w,, = w, 
x0, = x0 = x, Proposition 2.2(a) and ynn = 0 give [jyn 11 = Ilynn - yn 11 3 
CF 11 yon(w, x) - y /I N 0~~ I/ y,,(w, x) - y II -+ co, as n -+ 00. This contradicts 
(WY x7 Y) E 9. 
On (2.3). In view of what has been proved, for every (w, x) E (WX),(O), 
there is one and only one y such that e = (w, x, y) is in the stability set 
CB({T,}, E,(O)). The relation (2.3) follows by applying this uniqueness 
statement o the sequence Tk , Tk+l ,... . 
3. SMOOTHNESS OF STABLE MANIFOLDS 
Let dwo , x0) = two , x0 ,yo(wo , x0)) E 9; 4wo ,x0) = &Leo) for 
n = 1, 2,...; and 
J-2 = L(W, W), s = L(X, X), H = L(W x X, Y) (3.1) 
Banach spaces of bounded linear operators. Define a sequence of linear maps 
of QEH into itself by 
TmobJ, 5,d (3.2) 
= (Kow 4aS‘ + Kow + %,I + &or], %5 + Pnow + QnoS‘ + Rnorl), 
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where n = 1, 2,... and 
so that r,a depends on parameters (wO , x0 , u). By Lemma 2.1, there exists a 
function 
?I = Y(W, 5) = Yh if9 wo 9 x0 ,u) (3.4) 
in CO(QS x (WX),(O) x C), such that for a fixed (w. , x0, U) and p > 0, 
the restriction y 1 (M),(O) g’ tves the stable manifold 9({~~~}, (QSQ,(O)). 
THEOREM 3.1. Under assumption (H), the stability set g((T,}, E,.(O)) is a 
manifoZd y = yo(w, x) = yo( w, x, u), where y. satisfies the conclusions of 
Lemma 2.1(a) and has a Fr+chet derivative Dc,,,~y~, continuous in (w, x, a), 
given by 
D(,,,)yo = r(i& , id,, w, x, 0). (3.5) 
This will be deduced from Lemma 2.1 in the next section. In the case (1 .O) 
or equivalently (l.l), we can obtain the existence of derivatives of y. with 
respect to some of the parameters on which it depends, and also higher 
order differentiability. In the next theorem, we assume that the parameter 
space Z is of the form 
u=(v,A)EZ= PXA, (3.6) 
where V” is an open ball in a Banach space V and A is a metric space. We 
shall also assume that 
U,,(w) = KP, &a EL(W, WI, II Kn II G 1, (3.7) 
K, = K,(X) does not depend on v. (3.8) 
THEOREM 3.2k . Assume (H), (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8). Suppose that the map 
T,, in (1.2) is of class Ck, k 3 1, as function of (w, x, y, v), that the derivatives 
of A, , B, , F,, , G, are continuous functions of (w, x, y, v, X), that the jirst 
order derivatives are bounded on {small v-balls) x E,(O) x A x {n = 1, 2,...} 
for all s, 0 < s < Y, and that all derivatives of order < k are bounded on 
(small (v, w, x, y)-balki) x A x {n = 1, 2 ,... }. Then yo(w, x, v, h) is of class Ck 
with respect o (w, x, v) and its derivatives are continuous functions of (w, x, v, A). 
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Furthermore, if e, = (w, x, yO(w, x, w, A)) E E and e, = S,(e,) for n = 1, 2 ,..., 
then the first order derivatives D(ur,3c,u)en are bounded on 
{small o-balls} x E,(O) x A x {n = 0, l,...}, O<S<l-, 
and all derivatives of order < k are bounded on 
{small (w, x, v)-balls} x A x (n = 0, l,... }. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1 
Let E > 0 be arbitrarily small and s = r - E. We shall prove Theorem 3.1 
on E,(O). From now on, assume that (w,-,, x0) E (WX),(O) and (w, x) E ( WX),(O), 
so that (w,, + tw, x0 + tx) E (WX),(O) if t E T = [0, E]. Using the notations of 
Section 2, let e, = (w,, , x,, , yo(wO, x,-J) and e, = &(e,) for n = 1, 2 ,... . 
For 0 < t < E, put 
zn = (w, , x, , jL> = P&J, + tw, x0 + 9 - e,(w, , x0)1/t. (4.1,) 
By (2.1), (2.2) in Lemma 2.1, 
II cl II G 1 for n = 0, l,... . (4.2) 
We can write 
en - = Tn’(e,-d, (4.3) 
where T,,’ is the linear map 
Tn’(% g, 7) (4.4) 










and the argument of the integrands is 
ee,(w, + tw, x0 + 4 + (1 - 0) e,(w, , x0>. 
Although t > 0 is required in (4.1), (4.2), we allow t = 0 in (4.5); so that 
the operators there do not depend on (w, x) at t = 0 and tend, as t --f +O, to 
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their values (3.3) at z = 0 uniformly for (w, X) E (WX),(O), with (we , x,, , U) 
fixed. 
By Lemma 2.1, there is a function 
j = h(i5, x) = h(q f, w. , x0 ) f-7, w, x, t) 
defined on 
wx x (WX),(O) x 22 x (WX),(O) x [O, c] 
such that, for a fixed set of parameters, 
S?((T,‘}, E,(O)) = {(W, 57) : j = h(ti, 3) on (W.%&(O)) 
for all p > 0. 
One can associate with (4.4) a linear map of QEH into itself, 
rn(w, 5, v) = (KP, An5 + M,w + lvnE + Onv, &q + PSJ + Q,k + &I). 
(4.6) 
Again, by Lemma 2.1, there is a function 7 = r(w, 0, defined on Q,S and 
depending continuously on parameters (wa , .ve, u, w, X, t), such that the 
stable manifold 9({7’,}, (QEH),(O)) is 7 = y 1 (QZ),(O) for any p > 0. At 
t = 0, (4.6) reduces to (3.2), (3.3) an d is independent of (w, x). By Lemma 2.1, 
7 = Aw if) = r(w, 5‘, wo 9 Jco P u’, w, *, t), 
as an H = L(WX, Y)-valued function, is continuous in all of its variables 
and, as t + +0, 
+J, 6, wo , x0, 0, w, x3 t) - r(w, t, “0, %J , 4 = Y(W, 5, “0 , --%l , 0, w, x, 0) 
uniformly for (w, x) E (W-X),(O), for fixed (w, 5, w. , x0, u). In particular, 
if (w, 5) = (id,, idr) is fixed, then 
NW , id,, w. , x0 ,u, w, x, t)(G, 5) - y(%, id,, w. , x0 , u)(eU, Z), (4.7) 
as t + +O, uniformly for (w, x), (a, f) E (WX),(O), and fixed (w, , x0 , u). 
On the one hand, it is clear that 
w, f, wo 9 &J , 0, w, x, t) = y(& , id,, w. , x0, u, w, x, t)(q f). (4.8) 
On the other hand, (4.2), (4.3) imply that co E @(T,,‘}, E,(O)} for p > 1; 
so that, by (4. I,), 
NW, x, wo , xo , 0, w, x, 4 = [ro(wo + 4 x0 + tx) - ro(wo , xo)]/t. 
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Thus, (4.7) and (4.8) give, as t -+ +0, 
bo@o + tw, x0 + tx) - yo(wo , x0)1/t - r(& , id,, w. , x0 ,4(w, 4 
uniformly for (w, x) E (WX),(O), for fixed (w, , x0, u). This proves Theorem 
3.1. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2, 
Since the assertions to be proved (that is, the existence and continuity 
of %wJ, Yo near a point (wl, 9, VI)) are local, we can restrict our attention 
to v near r~l. It will also be clear that the only e = (w, x, y) which come 
into consideration are e E E,(O), where s (<r) is chosen so that E,(O) contains 
all of the iterates e, = e,(w, x), n = 1, 2 ,..., for (w, x, V) near (wl, x1, v'). 
Thus we can suppose that there is a constant C such that 
II D&L II, II WL II, II D,Fn II, II D,G, II < C (5.1) 
on E, x V” x A. By replacing v by a new variable v1 + EV, we can suppose 
that C is arbitrarily small, that V” is centered at 0. We can also suppose 
that V” = V,(O). 
In what follows, we consider the space W to be replaced by the space 
VW, and deal with a sequence of maps T,, , T,, ,..., depending on a param- 
eter A, from (VE),(O) into VE = VWXY, 
T&, 4 = (v, Knwu, &P + Fnl , &Y + GA (5.2) 
where the linear maps K,, , A,, = A,(O, A), and Bnl = B,(O, A) depend only 
on A, and 
FJv, e, 4 = F,(e, v, 4 + [A,(v, 4 - 40,41x, 
G&A e, 4 = G&, vu, 4 + l%(v, 4 - W-t fYlr. 
Note that the linear map (v, w) + (v, K,eu) has a norm 1, and that a Lipschitz 
constant for Fnl , G,, with respect to (v, e) is a2 + 2C + Cs = P2. Since C 
is arbitrarily small, we can suppose that the inequalities (1.4) hold if 6 is 
replaced by 6’ > 0. 
It follows from Theorem 3.1 that the set 9({ Tnl), (VE),(O)) is a manifold 
Y = yo(w, x, v) = yo(w, x, v, 4, (w, x, 4 E (VWXMO), and that D(wss.v) y. 
exists and is a continuous function of (w, x, v, A). By the analogues of (2.1), 
(2.2), we also have that if e, = (w, x, yo(w, x, v)) and e, = T,(e,-,), so that 
(v, 4 = T&, en-d, then II Dtw,,,v) e II < 1 on (VE),(O) x A. This proves n
Theorem 3.2, . 
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6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2k, k > 1 
Let K > 1 and Theorem 3.2,-i hold. For a moment, assume that no 
parameters ‘u occur in T, . Consider the map (3.2), (3.3), where K,,, = K,, 
depends only on u = A. The map 7nU depends on parameters (zus , x0, A) 
and, on any given sphere (QEH),(O), satisfies the conditions of Theorem 
3.2k-1 , in which (w ,, , x0) plays the role of the parameter ZI. Thus, by 
Theorem 3.2,. i , the function (3.4) is of class C-l with respect to 
(w, 5, wo 9 x0) with derivatives continuous in (w, 6, wo, x0, A) and the 
specified boundedness properties. Theorem 3.2, then follows, for the case 
under consideration, from (3.5). 
In the case that parameters ‘z: do occur in T,, , apply the same arguments 
to the maps belonging to (5.2) in the same way that (3.2)-(3.3) belongs 
to (1.2). This completes the proof. 
7. REMARKS 
The conditions and arguments above were designed to yield a simple proof 
of the Ck, k 3 1, result Theorem 3.2, . If the object is merely to obtain a 
Cl-result when no parameters w occur, the “hyperbolicity” conditions can be 
replaced by those in the finite dimensional case (cf. [3], Lemma 5.1, pp. 234 
2351) and the proofs simplified. 
Hypothesis (Hi). Let T,(z) = (A,x,B,y) + (F&z), G,(y)) be a map from 
Z,(O) to Z having a continuous FrCchet derivative; A, EL(X, X), 
B, EL( Y, Y); B, is invertible; 
(A R\i < U < 1, I/ B,‘\( < l/6, 
0<48<b--a and a+2a<1 
(7.1) 
(so that b > 1 is not assumed); finally, F,(O) = 0, G,(O) = 0, and 
I ~&A - F&J f il G&d - G&,)lI < 6 !I 21 - zz II. 
Introduce the set 
(7.2) 
Bas = {z. = (x0 , yo) E 9 : 2, = S, (zo) .= (xn , yn) satisfy (7.4)}, (7.3) 
II Yn II G II -%I !I < (a T 23” II x0 II for fl = 0, l,.... (7.4) 
It is not difficult to see (from Proposition 7.1 below) that when z, E 9, 
condition (7.4) is equivalent to 
1) 2,II = max(ll jr, I, llYn [I) = O(p) for some 0,O < 0 < min(1, b - 26). 
(7.5) 
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It is clear that if the analogue of condition (7.2) holds for arbitrarily small 
S > 0 when x1 , zs are in a ball Z,,(O) of sufficiently small radius 7 > 0, then 
GF does not depend on S and (7.4) is equivalent to 
lim sup n-l log I/ z, /I < a. 
n-m 
(7.6) 
(Also, we have that gas = 9 if b - 26 > 1.) 
THEOREM 7.1. Under the assumption (H,), the set SP (fog $xed a E Z) 
is a Cl-manifold y = y,,(x) = yO(x, a), where y,,(x, u) is continuous and has 
a continuous FGchet derivative D,y, on X,(O) x 2, and z, = &(x0 , y,,)) = 
(xn(xo), m(xo)) SatisJes 
II Yn(X”) - Y&0>lI < II %(X0> - %(Xo)ll G (a + 28)” II X0 - x0 IL (7.7) 
Y&o) = YoMXoN7 (7.8) 
for I x0 I, I x0 I -=c r and n = 0, l,.... The Fre’chet derivative D,y, is given by 
the analogue of (3.5) w h ere W, Q, w, w do not occur in (3.1)-(3.5). 
The proof follows that of Theorem 3.1. One introduces an hypothesis 
(H,,), which is the analogue of (Ho) in which w does not occur, and proves 
an analogue of Lemma 2.1. In the proof of this lemma, the role of the main 
Proposition 2.2 is played by the simpler 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let n > 0; z. , z” E gn = B(S,); and zk = S,(z,), 
9 = S&O) for k = O,..., n. (a) The inequality 
llYrn -YYmII 3 Ilx” -4I for some m, 0 < m < 12, V-9) 
implies that, for k = m + l,..., n, 
IIY” -YYkII 3 llXk - Xk I/Y IIYk -Yk II 3 (6 - 2a)k-m IIYm. -Ym 11. (7.10) 
(b) The inequality 
II Yn - Yn II < II xn - x7i II (7.11) 
implies that, for k = 0, l,..., n, 
~~~"-ykI~ <IIxk- xk 11 < (a + z6)” II xo - *O Ii* (7.12) 
After one obtains the analogue of Lemma 2.1, the proof of Theorem 7.1 is 
the same as that of Theorem 3.1, except that w and w do not occur and (4.2) 
is replaced by 
II% II < II x, II < (a + 26) II zo II, jT, = x. 
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APPENDIX. STABLE MANIFOLDS OF ANOSOV DIFFEOMORPHISMS~ 
Since all the tools are at hand, it is perhaps worthwhile to collect, in one 
place, statements and proofs of the properties, other than measure theoretical 
properties, of the stable and unstable manifolds of an Anosov diffeomorphism 
used, for example, in the proof of ergodicity [Al]. (For remarks on this 
proof, see the end of this Appendix.) 
NOtUtiO?L Let M = Md be a C”, connected, d-dimensional, compact, 
Riemann manifold (without boundary). T,(M) denotes the tangent space of 
M at the point m E M. If 4 : M + M is a Cr map, +* denotes the induced 
tangent map d* : T(M) -+ T(M), so that 
Cm* = 4* I TmW) : TndM) - T~dW. 
The distance between points m, p E M will be denoted by 1 m, p 1. 
DEFINITION. A diffeomorphism 4 : M -+ M of class Cl is called an 
Anosov diffeomorphism if there exist constants, 0s and c, , 0 < 8, < 1 and 
c,, 3 1, such that, for every m E M, the tangent space T,(M) is a direct sum 
T,(M) = X,,,k @ Ymi, j + k = d, where x E Xmk and y E Y,i imply 
Remark. Except for a change of constants, c, and 0,) this definition 
does not depend on the choice of the Riemann metric on M. 
DEFINITION. Let 4 : M---f M be an Anosov diffeomorphism. The stable 
manifold Wms of a point m E M is the set of points p E M such that 
I d”(m), PO4 - 0 as n-+co. 
The unstable manifold W,,,u is the set of points p satisfying 
I 9nW7 #WI + 0 as n--co. 
It is clear that the set of stable and unstable manifolds are invariant 
under $, that is, gSW,,,s = WitpcllE, and +W,,,” = W&, . 
Remark. For any integer N > 0, the stable and unstable manifolds of 4 
and $N are identical. Hence, in what follows, we can suppose that c, = 1; 
for otherwise, we replace 4 by CN, cr, by 1, and 0, by co@’ (<I). 
1 Added June 5, 1970. 
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Distinguished Charts and the Maps T, 
At any point m E M, we have a chart (expz, U,), where exp, : B,,,(p) + U, 
is a diffeomorphism, B,(p) is the ball of radius p in T,(M). If 4 E T,(M), 
we have the unique decomposition, e = x + y for x E Xmk, y E Y,,,j and 
we replace the local coordinate 5 by (x, y) for the point p = exp, [ = 
exp,(x + y) = 4x, y). W e a so 1 replace the neighborhood U,, of M by the 
image U, = U,(r) of the product of the spheres {I x 1 < Y} x {I y 1 < Y}. 
The number Y > 0 can be chosen independent of m. In what follows, we 
deal only with charts (u;,‘, U,) and local coordinates (x, y). 
Associated with + and a point m E M, we define a sequence of maps 
Tl , Tz ,... 
Tn : {I x I -=c r> x {I y I < I> -+ (1 x I < s} x {l y 1 < s} (A-1) 
given by 
Let S, denote 




The numbers 0 < Y < s can be chosen independent of m, in such a way 
that the definition (A.l) is meaningful. 
Since c, = 1 and 0 < 0, < 1 do not depend on m, it is clear that if 
(A.l) is identified with the case of (1.2) where the variable w does not 
occur, then the analogue of conditions (1.3)-(1.7) and (1.10~(1.12) hold 
(with Y, s, a, b, 8 independent of m E M and n = 1,2 ,... ). 
Below, we also use (A.l), (A.2) with n = 0, -1, -2 ,... . The number 
Y > 0 is sufficiently small but independent of any choice of points m EM. 
We now list the desired results about stable manifolds. Those for unstable 
manifolds are, of course, completely analogous and obtained by replacing 4 
by 4-l. 
PROPOSITION 1. X,,,k is continuous with respect o m E M and k = dim Xnk 
is independent of m. 
PROPOSITION 2. Xmk is uniformly H6lder continuous on M if 4 E C2. 
PROPOSITION 3. Locally, the stable manifold WmS of m is a k-dimensional 
submanifold of M of class c1 and is the unique k-dimensional integral manifold 
through m of the jield Xmk. 
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PROPOSITION 4. The stable manifolds W,,,n are ‘6uniformly Cl continuous” 
in the following sense: In a local chart (ok’, U,,), a piece of WmS has an equation 
y = y(x) = y(x, m) for I x 1 < r/2 with y(0) -- 0; the function y(x) is of 
class Cl, and y and its first order derivatives with respect to x are equicontinuous 
.functions of (x, m) for 1 x 1 < r/2 and m E M. 
This proposition can be strengthened as follows: 
PROPOSITION 5. There exist constants c, > 0, 0X (0 < 8, < I) with the 
following properties: Consider an arbitrary local chart (o;‘, U,(Y)) of M and 
a piece of a pat 17 = {(x, y) : y -: y. , 1 x 1 < Y} in the tangent space T,(M), 
where y,, is a constant, 1 y,, I < r. Let n > 0, W,, = +--%JI, m E W,, C M, 
and W,,(m) the connected component of W, n U,,,(Y/~) containing m. Then the 
manifold o;‘W,,(m) C T,(M) has an equation y L ynDm(x)for i x I < r/2 such 
that the Cl-distance between y = y nDm(x) and the function y -- y(x) = y(x, m) 
of Proposition 4 for I x I < r is at most c101t2. 
Proposition 1 is contained in Anosov [A2, pp. 6-71. Proposition 2 con- 
cerning Holder continuity is given in Anosov [A3]. (In [A2], he also shows 
that Xmk need not be of class Cl even if 4 E Cp.) Propositions 3, 4, and 5 
have analogues if 4 E C”, i > 1, obtained by replacing Cl there by C’. 
On Proposition 1. Let m(l), m(2),... E M, [,1 E X;(n) , and (m(n), 4,) + 
(m, 6) E T,,(M) as n -+ 00. The continuity of #*tl, for fixed n, shows that 
5 E Xmk, so that lim sup Xt,,,, C Xsrk. Similarly, lim sup YAcnj C Y,j. Since 
k(m) + j(m) = d for all m, it is clear that lim Xhtnj , lim Yj$nj exist, and 
are Xmk, Y,j. This implies Proposition 1. 
On Proposition 2. Consider a chart (o,‘, C;,,,) at m. The map (0,*)-l maps 
the tangent space of U,,, into that of Z = {. x I < Y} x {I y I < Y}. For 
PEU??I> let 1,’ = (u,,,*)-~(X,~). W e d enote a vector in the tangent space 
Tc&CI) by 5 = (5, 7). In particular, if (x, y) = (0, 0), then (5,~) E X,nL.. 
if and only if n = 0. It follows from the continuity of X,,,I; that if Y is 
sufficiently small (independent of m), then 0 # [ = (5, 7) E X,” implies 
that111 <;(,.Forp~C~,put 
D(p, m) = sup j n i,/ 5 for 0 # I = (5,~) E Xgk, 
so that D(p,m)$- Ip,rni is essentially the distance from Xlrk to X,,k in 
T(M). For small 6, put 
46) -= sup(W, m) + I P, m I) for , m, p 1 < 6. (A.4) 
..- 
Under the map To*, the linear space X,” is mapped onto X&ltpj . There 
exist 0, and @a , 0 < 0, < til < 1, such that if 5 = (f, 7) # 0 is in T(,,,,(,?Y), 
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I r] I < I 5 I, and To*@, y; 5) = (xl , y1 ; Cl), where L = (& , w), then 
1 r], I/] 4, 1 < 6, 1 7 I/I 5 ] + 1 m,p I/e,. In fact, the action of To* on 5 is a 
linear map (depending uniformly Lipschitz continuously on (x, y)) such that 
I~~l~~~IrlI+/~,pI.ISl/~~~~~l5~13151.~~~~~q~~~~~y, 
W-W, 6l(P)> d W(P, 4 + I m, P I/& 
or 
Wh 4 G ww)~ 544) + I #WY b(P>lP2- 
Also, if 0a is sufficiently small, 
(A.3 
0 < 0, G I m, P III #9, C(P)I G l/e2 . 
Thus, we obtain 
4p, 4 + I m, p I < 4Wm), 4(p)) + 2 I #4, ctpv, . 
Take the supremum over the set (p: ( m, p I < S} to obtain 
4s) G bme,~ + we,2 
64.6) 
A simple argument shows that if f(8) = w(6) + 28&(0, - es), then 
f(S) G 4 f(V,) and th ere exists a constant C such that 
w(S) <“f(S)< C@ 64.7) 
for small 6 > 0, where OL = log B,/log &a . 
This proves Proposition 2. 
On Proposition 3. That, locally, WmS is a Cl K-dimensional submanifold 
of M follows from Theorem 3.1. It is clearly an integral manifold of the field 
Xmk. The uniqueness assertion follows from the fact that if N is any integral 
manifold (of any dimension) of the field Xmk and m(O)% N, then NC W,& . 
On Propositions 4 and 5. If, in the statement of Proposition 5, p = p(m) 
and y0 = 0, then the assertion of Proposition 5 is clear from the proofs 
of Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 3.1. These proofs also show that Proposition 5 
is valid for any choice of p, y,, and m E W, . Proposition 4 is an obvious 
corollary of Proposition 5. 
Remarks on [Al]. It is proved in [Al] that an Anosov diffeomorphism 
of class C2, with a finite invariant measure equivalent to volume on M, is 
ergodic. The use of the assumption + E C2 (in contrast to I$ E Cl) is used 
in three places: 
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(1) to assure that $* is uniformly Lipschitz continuous on T(M) in 
order to estimate certain Jacobian determinants (pp. 151-152); 
(2) to assure the validity of Proposition 2; 
(3) in Lemma 5.2 [Al, p. 1531. (Here the authors’ considerations are 
not necessarily valid on a C2 manifold I’ whose sectional curvatures need 
not be defined and Jacobi’s equation may not exist unless, for example, 
V has a Cs isometric immersion into a smooth manifold; cf., e.g., [A4, A5]. 
Actually, their Lemma 5.2 can be replaced by a much simpler assertion. 
In order to state the desired result, let us introduce some notations. Let 
w(S) be a continuous, increasing function for 0 < 6 < p such that w(O) = 0. 
A complete Riemann manifold V = Vk of dimension k will be said to be 
of class Sz,, if it is of class c1 and, for every v E V and 6,O < S < p, there is a 
a-ball NV6 on V centered at v on which there are local coordinates x : Nus -+ Ek 
such that x(0) = v, the element of arclength ds2 = gij(x) dx” dxj satisfies 
(g,,(O)) is the unit matrix, and 1 gij(x) - gij(x’)l < ~(1 x - x’ 1) for 
x, x’ E x(N,,) C E”. An open set with a piecewise Cl boundary will be 
called a curvilinear polyhedron. 
LEMMA. Corresponding to w and p, there exist constants q, , Y,, , A with 
the properties that if V = Vk E 52,,, and G C V is an open set with a compact 
closure, then, for every Y on 0 < Y < Y@, there exists a$nite set of curvilinear 
polyhedra 171 ,..., lllN in G such that 
(i) diam& < 2~; 
(ii) U(G, -4~) C Un, C U(G, -2y), 
where U(G, -E) = (v E G : dist(v, aG) > l >; 
(iii) measl7( > Y”/A; and 
(iv) Acrk > meas{v E V : dist(v, an;.) < EY) for 0 < z < q, . 
Proof. This proof will only be indicated. It follows the first part of 
the proof of Lemma 5.2 [Al, pp. 153-1581. Let vr ,..., vK be a maximal 
set of points in G with the property that dist(v, , vj) > Y for i f j. Let 
I& = (v E V : dist(v, vi) < dist(v, vj) for j # i> 
and enumerate vi ,..., vK so that dist(v$, aG) > 3~ for i = l,..., N and 
dist(v, , aG) < 3~ for i = N + l,..., K. It is easy to verify that 
{v : dist(v, v() < r/2} Cfl, C {w : dist(w, w6) < Y} (A.9 
and that II1 ,..., n, satisfy (i)-(iii); cf., e.g., [Al, p. 1531. 
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For 1 <i<Nand 1 <j<K,j#i,let 
lIii = {w E Y : Y > dist(w, wi) = dist(q v~)}. (A.lO) 
It is easy to see that there exist constants A and Y,, > 0, depending only 
on w and p, such that for 0 < Y < Y, , the number of j, 1 < j < K, for 
which D, # 0, does not exceed A. Hence, in verifying (iv), it suffices to 
show that, for a suitable choice of A, Y,, , E,, , 
where 
meas rdjF < Acr” for 0 < e < 6s) (A.ll) 
I’ijc = {W E V : dist(w, 17,j) < CY}. (A.12) 
From (A.9), (A.lO), and (A.12), it is seen that if 8 is defined by 1 + 6 = 
(1 + 2c)/(l - 2c), then 
Tiic C {w : dist(wj , w)/( 1 + 0) < dist(w, , w) < (1 + 6) dist(aj , w) < (1 + 2e)r}. 
(A.13) 
Hence, it is clear that (A.ll) would follow if I/’ = Ek, but then it is also 
clear that (A.ll) follows from (A.13) if I’ E Sz,, . 
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